Tom D. Tamarkin – 5545 El Camino Avenue – Carmichael, CA 95608 – 916-482-2000 Ext 142
Pat Boone – 9220 Sunset Blvd Suite 310 – Los Angeles, CA 90069 – 310-858-0044

October 26, 2015

Mr. Paul Allen
VULCAN CAPITAL
435 Tasso St., Suite 210
Palo Alto, CA 94301
Ref: Fusion Energy, Tri-Alpha Energy, and PowerMasters™ Video Game
Development

Dear Mr. Allen:
As a pioneer funding the new generation of innovative confinement fusion and Tri-Alpha
Energy, you are very much aware of the need for fusion as fossil fuel reserves
tighten. Additionally, the migration to fusion and synthetic fuels produced through fusion
puts to rest AGW concerns. Our fusion energy elevator speech sums this up very
succinctly at: http://fuelrfuture.com/elevator-speech/
Our latest published article “Fusion Energy; Too Important To Fail – Too Big To
Hoard” at http://fuelrfuture.com/fusion-energy-too-important-to-fail-too-big-to-horde/
points out that fusion is a very arcane subject to the general public, politicians, and
many scientists outside the fusion community. Tri-Alpha Energy is one of the star startups used in the article as a case in point.
Pat Boone in Hollywood, and I are demystifying fusion and the need to develop it and
commercialize it soon. The Time Magazine article on fusion as published last Friday
http://fuelrfuture.com/inside-the-quest-for-fusion-clean-energys-holy-grail/ shows that
private enterprise fusion firms have the potential of demonstrating and even
commercializing fusion before ITER https://www.iter.org/ finishes its regiment of
experiments. Your involvement and Tri-Alpha Energy are highlighted in paragraph 5.
The New York Times published a similar article Sunday at: http://fuelrfuture.com/startups-take-on-challenge-of-nuclear-fusion/
Fusion in many ways is the exploration of inner-space. The Time Magazine article
mentions Dr. Rostoker’s (founder of Tri-Alpha Energy) insistence that research with high
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energy particle accelerators would have led to quicker fusion. Unfortunately the U.S.
gave up its lead in high energy physics when it canceled the superconductor collider
center in Austin Texas in the early 1990s.
You tour of Sandia National Laboratory and the Z-Machine facility with Dr. Michael
Cuneo and Dr. Dan Sinar several years ago will certainly resonate with the statements
made by Norm Rostoker regarding big government sponsored projects as published in
the Time Magazine article above.
Our intent is to make the exploration of inner-space and the development of fusion
America’s project. The moon landing of the 21st Century if you will. We want all
Americans to be involved.
We plan to produce a hit electronic interactive game called PowerMasters™. The
monetization and revenue model is based on Candy Crush Saga. This is described on
our EnergyCite® website at: http://www.energycite.com
Revenues from the games along with significant revenues resulting from licenses
granted to utility company’s nationwide to practice our patents covering the “utility smart
meter” [see: http://energycite.com/ip.php ] will be invested into a fusion energy
consortium as described in the concluding section of the article mentioned above
http://fuelrfuture.com/fusion-energy-too-important-to-fail-too-big-to-horde/. This is
explained in my article’s conclusion section, numbered points 1-14:
The video game franchise will be a winner in the business sense. As importantly they
will create tremendous societal value teaching people important lessons in science,
energy, money and values.
We plan to produce, manage, and launch a first class Kickstarter campaign which will
rival the top producing Kickstarter game campaigns in capital: http://fuelrfuture.com/38of-the-top-crowd-funding-projects-for-june-2015-are-games/
We have prepared a unique financial offering to finance this early stage of the project
which in essence is a high yield company note(s) syndicated as a private bond. The
offering is presented at: http://energycite.com/opportunity.php Of course we have
flexibility in dealing with high net worth individuals, family foundations like the Paul G.
Allen Foundation, or company’s such as Vulcan Capital who may elect to fund our entire
modest needs.
Our lead project designers would like to involve both Dr. Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin and Harry
Hamlin in a trailer for the energy based game series. Both Dr. Aldrin and Mr. Hamlin
have interests in Tri-Alpha and your help in setting the ground work for these contacts is
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also appreciated. Pat Boone has sent a letter to Dr. Aldrin and Mr. Hamlin acquainting
them with our project but not at this level of detail.
Would you please acknowledge receipt of this email and let us know ASAP what more
information we can supply you in order to make this project happen. It is important to all
of us and for our country. It is such an important issue that Pat and I have raised it to
the attention of world leaders, and most recently Pope Francis, as a solution to his call
for better planet stewardship and the upward rising up of poor nations worldwide:
http://fusion4freedom.us/letter-to-pope-francis/
Thank you.
Sincerely,

Tom Tamarkin

Pat Boone

tt@usclcorp.com

Boonesbiz@aol.com

A copy of this letter with active links is included herewith on the USB drive.
Please note the domains and websites for energycite.us, fusion4freedom.com,
fuelRfuture.com and USCL are owned by us and we vouch for their safety and
security. All links above are to sections of our site with the exception of iter.org which is
the public site for ITER in the EU.
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